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A version of this text was originally written for, 
The University Project:  
www.theuniversityproject.org.uk

I studied Biology and Environmental Science  
at the University of Ulster in the 1970s.  
This institution was the last of a government 
university expansion programme founded on  
the 1960’s Robbins Committee Report on Higher 
Education in the UK. The buildings I studied in 
were typically modernist of the period, in this 
instance based on a Tuscan village concept. 
Perhaps not the best choice for a storm lashed 
Northern Ireland coastal location.

Two years on I had managed to fail almost every 
academic task that was placed in front of me 
and, as I imagined at the time, agreed to set 
aside the fantasy of achieving a degree level 
result and get a job instead. In reality I was 
thrown out. 

The next few years were a blur of self-abuse 
masquerading as “experimentation” with drugs.  
I also became something of an expert on 
politically dodgy, cheap, South African wine of 
the sort favoured by those who preferred the 
pavements of my local neighbourhood to the 
luxuries of indoor living.

Prog Rock was a big thing at that time. 
Somewhat ironically, these albums, or at  
least their cover art, proved decisive in turning 
round my experience of education and learning.  
I began copying them and spent much of my 
time drawing and painting detailed facsimiles  
to give to friends. At this point I had never 
experienced an art class or in fact had any 
education in art at all. The Presbyterian boarding 
school I attended in the Northern Ireland of  
the 1960’s did not believe in art education, 
preferring instead the joys of healthy outdoor 
pursuits like rugby and cross-country running. 

The turning point came when a friend with a 
somewhat more sophisticated take on my 
activities, (I can’t claim they were art),  
suggested I applied for art school. From then  
on I set about reading every art book I could find 
while also developing a proper portfolio  
of more diverse works.

In 1978 I was accepted on the art degree  
course at Belfast College of Art. The city was  
in turmoil then and bombings and shootings 
were a daily occurrence. Life at the art college 
was somewhat surreal. Reading Clement 
Greenberg’s thoughts on “flatness” in 
contemporary painting accompanied by the 

sound of a nearby gun battle lent a certain  
edge to my studies.  

In fact, this contrast, or contradiction as  
I saw it, between high modernist ideals and  
the blunt reality of civil conflict was a key 
formative experience that soon led me  
towards more integrated concepts of art  
and life.  

Allan Kaprow’s experiments with daily  
behaviour, ritual and art: his idea of “art like life”,  
as opposed to “art like art” was a key influence. 
This connection between art and the everyday - 
the ability to take raw experience and transmute 
it through the activity of art:  
to be able to perform a mental and emotional 
alchemy, initially through the making of images 
and objects, later as a process in its own right – 
gave me a purchase on life. I was no longer 
simply a passive consumer, a watcher. I had 
discovered that I could change things, give form 
to thoughts and feelings and thereby shape my 
life in a way that my education to that point had 
failed to do.

In order for education to work it must enable 
such a transformation to occur at both the 
personal and the societal levels. I can’t pretend 
that this is an easy task but somehow education 
must enable people to embody knowledge 
through experience. Not just be a ‘brain on a 
stick’, in competition with other brains,  
separate from a social context that validates  
the usefulness of that knowledge while also 
enabling its continued development.

Certainly it would be beneficial for educational 
institutions to engage with art in this way:  
to have artists, and other creative people, 
present at all times in the educational 
experience. I’m not imagining art as some kind 
of therapeutic or expressive adjunct to learning. 
Rather, what we should seek is a holistic 
dimension of the experience of knowledge and 
learning that accords with life as lived: a creative 
questioning of the resonances and results of 
forms of knowledge that bridge the mind-body 
divisions of current educational paradigms.  
What we need is to examine all aspects of the 
learning process from the point of view of 
delineating places and possibilities for new 
creative relationships, between knowledge and 
experience, to be established. 

I can’t regret my educational experience. 
Somehow I managed to turn it into a thirty- year 
cycle of public exhibitions, performances, 
publications and latterly, a successful tenure as 

Programme Leader in Fine Art at Winchester 
School of Art. Nevertheless, I often feel that my 
life is ten years or more behind where it might 
be had I not been required to play such a game 
of educational chance in my teenage years. 
Thousands of (mostly) young people are still 
required to play that game today, the only 
difference being that they are now required to 
pay large sums for the privilege of doing so. 
We urgently need new models to challenge this 
fragmented and alienated way of learning and if 
radical educational initiatives mean anything 
they should contribute to that challenge.

ThoughTs on  
EducaTion.  
(a pErsonal sTory).
nick stewart, artist and Fine art staff member.

Nathan Molineaux:
The Great Wall of Nathan, 
painting installation.

Lorna Barnshaw:
Untitled, 3D Scan, 
lorna.anastasia@gmail.com
www.behance.net/lornabarnshaw

Helen Northcott:
Sculpture.

Mohamad Rusydi Roseli:
RGB, Installation.
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Binbin Li: 
Dreamer, painting.  
bbl1g11@soton.ac.uk

Estelle Boudot De La Motte:
Projection and photographic 
Installation

Chris Burger: 
Triangle Permutation, 
Drawing and Photoshop. 
chris_burger@hotmail.co.uk

Daniel O’Connell:
Sculpture

For two years in the early nineteen-eighties,  
I worked as a trainee in exhibition organization 
alongside Michael Harrison, the Director of 
Regional Exhibitions at the Arts Council of Great 
Britain. He was curating ‘Three Exhibitions About 
Sculpture’, a modest title for a grand project, 
which aimed at nothing less than introducing 
a broad public to the full breadth of three-
dimensional art, promoting an understanding of 
sculpture, and of how to behave in its presence. 
The first exhibition dealt with the representation 
of the human form in sculpture, the second 
with movement, and the third with sculpture’s 
psychological and spiritual dimensions. I learned 
that the true value of an exhibition may lie in 
how it enables you to look at everything else, 
and with seeing eyes. 

Underwritten by government indemnity,  
the Arts Council had the influence in those 
days to borrow almost anything from public 
collections, and Michael exploited this to the  
full, hunting down exactly the objects he 
needed. We visited the storerooms of the  
British Museum and the V&A and just about 
every municipal collection with significant 
holdings of sculpture. There were private 
collections involved as well, and overseas 
connections. I witnessed the creation of a set  
of shows which presented every exhibit in 
the best possible context, and articulated his 
argument, visually, with exquisite precision. 
Michael knew the objects he wanted only when 
he saw them, yet I felt as if the shapes of the 
spaces they would occupy were already in his 
mind. The final selection included, amongst 
others, works by Rodin, Epstein, Paolozzi, Moore, 

Matisse, Miró, Duchamp, Degas, and Picasso, 
alongside cultural objects from Africa, China, 
New Guinea, Ancient Egypt and Rome.

The shows toured in turn to the galleries of 
Southampton, Bradford, Stoke and Sheffield. 
Installation was as painstaking as selection. 
Several times Michael had the gallery staff move 
the cast bronze Caro, say, a few centimetres to 
the left, a matter of re-wrapping it in blankets, 
putting a sling around it and applying a hoist, 
only to have them move it back again almost 
as far, just a few minutes later. In places where 
overtime was paid, the staff welcomed this  
time-consuming process; in places where it 
wasn’t, he charmed them into it. 

With the tour under way, it was impossible for 
him to be in two places at once, so I was sent 
to install the first show in Bradford, while he 
worked on the second in Southampton. I did 
my best to be like him, to find the exactly right 
layout. I made the guys work late, charmed  
them as best I could, the Caro shuttling back 
and forth. I reported in to Michael that I had 
done a pretty good job. I found out later that  
he had caught the night train to Bradford and 
the next morning got the show as he wanted it. 
He knew that there was, in any given space,  
the exactly right arrangement of this particular 
set of objects, to make the conversation 
between them live, and to ensure it fully 
included the onlooker. His precision of vision, 
in selection and presentation, never once 
compromised artists’ intentions, but was in itself 
uniquely creative, and was reflected in his clear 
and unassuming writing.

Of Carl Andre’s Tau and Threshold (1960) in the 
third show, for example, he wrote:

There is no illustrative image or specific 
symbolism, no deliberate mysticism of numbers. 
‘If my sculpture has any subject matter at all’, 
Andre has said, ‘it is the immense potentiality of 
the things around us’. We know that the timbers 
could be rearranged or taken apart, removed 
from the art gallery and re-used. The statement 
is bold but also tentative: it has the permanence 
given to a work of art but acknowledges that, 
like everything else, it is temporary. In the 
meantime, it can become like a mantra used 
in meditation, simple in itself yet, with our 
attention, providing the gateway to revelation.

Michael Harrison, who died last month, left the 
Arts Council to become Head of Fine Art at 
Winchester School of Art (1990-92), but will be 
best remembered as the Director of Kettle’s Yard 
(1992-2011). 

John Gillett
May 2013

MEMoriEs oF 
MichaEl harrison.
John gillett, curator and artist, Fine art staff member.
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“It all started with an ice-cream van. Not any 
ice-cream van, but an unusually richly decorated 
one. We see polar bears and penguins in perfect 
harmony. The Arctic and Antarctica: the cold 
poles united. The back of the van is adorned 
with a beautiful polar princess, who smiles 
alluringly to those who may follow the same 
path.

The car was for sale on eBay for a reasonable 
price. An ice cream salesman from northern 
England was forced to get rid of it after his
career didn’t take off in the way he had 
imagined. The rust appearing in the sky-blue 
decor, reveals the broken dreams of an optimist. 
The story of the failed ice cream seller is lurking 
in the background as the ice cream van’s new 
journey evolves. So do the laughs of children 
and the waves from English beaches.

It is winter, and the ice cream van is heading 
north all the way from London to Finnmark in 
Norway. An absurd journey that takes a long
detour via Northwest Russia. Hundreds of miles 
are added to the ageing, diesel-guzzling van’s 
mileage. And on the way: there is a number of 
stops to hand out ice cream in exchange for a 
conversation about the weather. This repetitive 
action is the central element of relational art
project, Breaking the Ice”. 

Torill Østby, from a text about the project.

Two MA students from WSA, Letitia Northcott 
and Elise Barlow, took part in the project during 
the arts Festival Barents Spektakel, 2013.  
The film of the journey was shown to the public, 
screened inside the ice-cream van.

Kjetil Berge

http://www.kberge.com/work.html

BrEaking ThE icE.
kjetil Berge, artist and Fine art staff member.
“To break the ice” - Taking the initiative  for strangers to get to know each other.   
To create a relaxed atmosphere in a socially awkward situation navigating a specially designed vessel through 
ice-covered waters.  To open the way for others to follow

Sarah Potts:
Cards, 
sarahpotts@hotmail.co.uk 
www.homedreamsdreaming.tumblr.com 

Camrin Schinkel:
One Hundred and Seventy Three, 
Sculpture and Photographs.

Rosie Thomas: 
Untitled, Sculpture, 

rosie@illustrating.demon.co.uk

James McAvoy
Unitled 6

Amy Grant: 
Untitled. 

amy.grant1991@yahoo.co.uk
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Elicea Andrews: 
Homage to Picasso,  
Photograph of body paint on live model.
elicea@hotmail.co.uk

Suzanne Carr: 
Rosie, Photographs –  
Performance for camera, 
carr_suzanne@live.co.uk 

Andrew Reaney:
Resistance Drawing #3, Video Still. 

andy@bru-ha.com 
www.bru-ha.com

Being asked to write about a ‘formative 
experience that has made me the artist I am 
today’ presents a couple of problems. I don’t 
really know what a formative experience is and 
I don’t think of myself as an artist. But it got me 
thinking.

I remember many years ago asking a born again 
Christian about the moment he became ‘reborn’. 
He had an epiphany in its original religious 
sense  - he was making a cheese sandwich in 
his kitchen when he was suddenly overwhelmed 
with the absolute certain knowledge that he 
was there, on mount Calvary, at the moment 
Christ died. I reckon if there is such a thing as 
a formative experience then that was it. I don’t 
have a religious cell in my body nor do I believe 
I have a soul to save but there is something 
profound and moving about his story – in his 
telling of it. I now have the feeling that I was 
there, in his kitchen, when he had his epiphany.

When I was a student I had a tutor for a while 
who wasn’t particularly interested in my work – 
or anyone else’s for that matter – however he 
was being paid to take an interest and did his 
best, although it was always obvious he would 

rather be doing something else. He was also 
clever and perceptive. During one tutorial he 
told me that I was good at painting ‘what was 
there’ but that I should try harder to paint ‘what 
wasn’t there’. After which there was a pregnant 
pause… I nodded thoughtfully all the while 
thinking ‘what the **** does that mean?’ I still 
don’t know what it means but it is the only  
thing I can remember from all the tutorials 
throughout my student days. I still think about it,  
even though I gave up painting long ago.

It occurs to me now that both the born again 
Christian and the tutor have since died. They 
have gone but here am I telling you what they 
told me. It doesn’t matter who they were or who 
I am or who you are – these things we tell each 
other, these small accounts of our lives outlive 
us, get mixed up with other peoples’ memories 
and stories. So I don’t really believe in formative 
experiences – I don’t feel ‘formed’ for a start - 
and sometimes I can’t differentiate between my 
own ‘experiences’ and those of others that have 
been described to me. The telling and retelling 
seems to be the point, and allowing oneself to 
be receptive and willing to transmit.

TElling and 
rETElling …
gordon hon, artist and Fine art staff member.

Danny Voller:
Old Tom Morris, 

Acrylic on canvas.
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Forty years ago I struggled with the written word 
despite being well read and verbally fluent for 
my age. Having parents in education helped.  
A fear of mustering my thoughts and getting 
them on paper drove me from the exam room 
to seek refuge in a place, the art studio, where 
you could work in your own time and as you 
wanted to. Today I create works with ideas from 
contemporary science to make large-scale 
immersive time-based installations often using 
old fashioned slide projectors. My enthusiasm 
for what I do now makes it easier to list some 
formative experiences that have shaped my 
practice.

o   Discovering that I was dyslexic when I 
undertook a voluntary optical experiment while 
at university reading psychology. But in 1977 the 
word meant little to me, and absolutely nothing 
to many others. 

o   Finding one could make stuff, art, and then 
present it when it was ready and not have to 
perform in exams. That others appreciated the 
work too, was affirming.

o   Finding a ‘brain’ under a bush around the age 
of nine with a school friend. It sat there pink and 
crinkled for days. On reflection I think it must 
have been a very large piece of masticated 
chewing gum. Fears that somebody had lost 
their brain have now been assuaged and long 
gone, but an interest in the brain and the 
science of the brain still persists. 

o   Being dragged around countless country 
houses, collections and museums for years 
by my parents, one, a botanist and one a 
geographer. I now realize I wanted to make the 
objects that took up so much of their time and 
were so appreciated by them.

o   Drawing a tree badly when at primary school 
and never having the work included on the class 
board. Everyone else did. Now, ironically, my 
time-based work Magic Forest, based on the 
dendritic, tree like form of neurons in the brain, 
has been shown with, Da Vinci, Cranach, Beuys, 
Rembrandt, Gormley, and many others.

o   Discovering the work of Joan Miro the 
Spanish artist, and pouring over images of his 
work and biography.

o   Discovering through art that people thought 
in different ways. Finding art, not sure where 
this happened maybe in the country houses of 
England but more likely at the Louisiana Museum 
of Modern Art outside Copenhagen,  
at the age of 12. Realising that people do that 

for a living. Or maybe it was later; visiting the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York aged 17. 
Confirmed by hitchhiking around the USA visiting 
galleries from Huston to New York  
to San Francisco.

o   Visiting a family friend Don Mahy,  
an American artist, staying for a while and 
exploring his studio. Making work there,  
on my own.

Birds, brains, branches and brushes; you can 
see it all tumbling into the work. 

Birds, Brains, 
BranchEs and 
BrushEs …
andrew carnie, artist and Fine art staff member.

If art is the paper plane flying me over the cuckoo’s nest, literature is the 
summer breeze in my face that makes sense of the whole escape. 

Art is a personal, abstract and, at some levels, unconscious response  
to the circumstances and time allotted to us; collectively, it unveils the 
attitude and the belief of a generation. The art world has difficulty in 
identifying itself as a collective movement. When it does it references 
society’s “general crisis of belief”. 

Like many artists who try to resolve their inner crises through their  
work, I will confront my fear in my final major project, Writer’s Block.  
By recreating a writer’s bedroom, I aim to stimulate a reading sensation, 
which is to invite the viewer into the actual setting of the story where 
incidents of day-to-day activities are narrated in colors and shapes without 
literal constraints. 

I have been more or less influenced by the complex legacy of the historic 
avant-garde and Cézanne’s, “cherished hope for a logic of sensations”.  
In other words, my objective is to combine the epic and the dramatic 
theater and to mold them into my ideal art cinema where the narrative  
and abstract coexist. 

WriTEr’s Block.
april Jin, graduating art student.

Roseanna Jayne Jones:
My Grandfathers Chair, Installation, 
roseannajones@outlook.com
www.roseannajayne.tumblr.com

Annabel Hodgkinson.

April Jin: 
Writer’s Block.

Clarisse Wisser: 
Enduring Freedom, 
Sculpture
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The impact and power art has in society has been huge. Art brings 
difference and otherness into the light of day through universally shared, 
sensory experience. 

From the dawn of self-consciousness to present times people have learnt 
that art is an essential quality for communication and translation.

Science has become far too complex and specialist for everyone to fully 
understand, but I believe that is where art can function as a universal 
translator of knowledge in a form that invites wonder and conveys more 
than words and in a more accessible manner.

The act of collaboration between art and specialised fields of research is 
an exciting fusion which illuminates new advances and inspires discovery.

Cosmology, Astronomy, Quantum Physics, Philosophy, Psychology, 
Neuroscience and Biology are fields of research I am engaged by and art 
provides a context for me to express my wonder and my ideas in as many 
ways as possible.

Words often fail to encompass conscious experience. Being self-aware 
amazes me, so I observe it closely.

It may be that in order to understand anything about objective reality we 
must first take into account our subjective perception of that objective 
reality.

What one ‘sees’ in visual perception is an interpretation and 
representation of external reality generated by one’s mind. Amazing as it 
may seem, colour does not exist outside of the mind. Colour is subjective 
and is generated within your brain by your mind. Like most other sensory 
perceptions it does not exist in objective reality. 

The mind creates such a powerful illusion it’s easy to forget that when  
you look around you, everything you ‘see’ is actually in your own mind.  
It’s more ‘in there’ than ‘out there!’.

Reality may be an illusion but the beauty in life is real, even if we mange to 
reduce everything down to a subjective illusion.

“The world is a dream, you say, and it’s lovely, sometimes. 
sunset. clouds. sky. no. The image is a dream. The beauty is real. 
can you see the difference?” 
Richard Bach ‘Illusions’, The Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah

ThE BEauTy is rEal.
Tom czarnota, graduating art student.

Oliver Grover: 
OJSG123@gmail.com

Anna Pepper: 
East meets West,  
Collage Photograph Projection 
onto Acrylic Painted Surface. 
anna277277@hotmail.co.uk

Jingyun Shu:
Hope’s Temple, Installation.

Amna Shah:
Untitled,  

Documentation of  
Projection in Performance.  

bibi_@live.co.uk,
@amna_bibi 

bibi-a.tumblr.com

James McAvoy
Unitled 6
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Ellie Maltby:
Untitled, Point Cloud Data.  
www.ellliedaisymaltby.wordpress.com

Donna Vokes:
Untitled Installation  
www.donnavokes.com

Harriet Groves: 
Painting.

Jay S Heathfield:
Digital print and Sculpture, 

Installation.

James McAvoy
Unitled 6

Collette Cahill:
Untitled Photograph.  
colli1987@hotmail.com

Tom Czarnota: 
Space Squid, 35mm Slide 
Projection on a Folded 
Aluminium Wall Sculpture, 
www.tomczarnota.com
tomczarnota@hotmail.com

Lisa O’Connell: 
Sculpture and painting.

Helena Enness: 
The Treatment Room, 
Mixed Media,
bhj@enness3.freeserve.co.uk
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Luke Jones:
Untitled, 
Multimedia Installation, 
jones.luke9@hotmail.co.uk

Gemma Turner:
Untitled, Photograph, 
gemmaaliceturner@hotmail.co.uk 

Kaela Bonnie Joy: 
Digital prints, 
kaebonnie@gmail.com 
kaebonnie.tumblr.com

Grace-Esther Kalibbala: 
People That Look Like my Dad, 
Photograph
Grace.estherk@hotmail.com
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The Music Of Chance, Paul Auster, Faber & Faber, 1991
The New York Trilogy, Paul Auster, Faber & Faber, 2004
Labyrinths. Jorge Luis Borges, Penguin, 2000
The Captain’s Verses, Pablo Neruda, New Direction, 1972
Poema Del Cante Jondo, Frederica Garcia Lorca, City Lights, 1987
Duende: A Journey In Search of Flamenco. Jason Webster,  
Doubleday, 2003
A Season in Hell, Arthur Rimbaud, Lehmann, 1949
Heidegger’s Hut, Adam Sharr, MIT, 2006
The Man Without Qualities, Robert Musil, Panther, London, 1968
Essays on Philosophical Counseling, Ran Lahav & Maria Tillmans (Eds), 
Uni Press of America Inc, 1995
The Heart of Listening: Attentional Qualities in Psychotherapy,  
Rosalind Pearmain, Continuum, 2001
On The Way To Language, Martin Heidegger, Harper, San Francisco, 1971
The Sense of Being Stared At, and Other Aspects of the Extended Mind, 
Rupert Sheldrake, New York, 2003
Bibliomania. Simon Morris, Helen Sacoor (Curators). Leeds, 1999

The Peregrine, The Hill of Summer & Diaries, J.A Baker, Harper Collins, 
2010
Living in the End Times, Slavoj Zizek, MIT Press, 2011
Wild Therapy: Undomesticating Inner and Outer Worlds, Nick Totton, 
PCCS Books, 2011
Rogue Male, Geoffrey Household, Phoenix, 2002
Samuel Beckett Selected Poems 1930 – 1989, David Wheatley (Ed), Faber 
& Faber, 1988
Science and Poetry. Mary Midgley, Routledge, 2001
Absence of Mind: The Dispelling of Inwardness From the Modern Myth  
of the Self, Marilynne Robinson, Yale, 2010
Wallace Stevens Collected Poetry and Prose, The Library of America, 1997 
The End of the House of Lancaster, R.L Storey, Alan Sutton, 1986
Between Ribble and Lune: Scenes from the North-West, David Pownall, 
Victor Gollancz, 1980
Whatever It Is, I Don’t Like It. Howard Jacobson, Bloomsbury, 2011
Mindfulness, Martin Heidegger, Continuum, 1997
The Year of Dreaming Dangerously, Slavoj Zizek, Verso, 2012
Awakening the Dreamer: Clinical Journeys, Philip Bromberg, Routledge, 
2011
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Critchley, Verso, 2012
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Tracks and signs, 
colin harper, artist and Fine art staff member.
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Michael Davies:
Vitrified Forest, Relief Print (edition) 
daviesmj7@btinternet.com 
www.michaeldaviesprint.com 

Jessica Taylor:
Digital prints and Painting.

Dermot Gibson: 
Painting.

Hazel Pitre:
Pussy Pressure, Sculpture, 

lilitz.boze@gmail.com  
www.severedarteries.co.uk 

James McAvoy
Unitled 6

Roni Durbridge:
Self Portrait as my Mother, 
Oil on canvas.

Vanessa Green:
Talking to my Selves, 
Light Projection onto Sculpture 
http://nessagreen.tumblr.com/

Harvey Weschke:
aaaa2.

Hywel Jones: 
Aaron, Oil Painting, 
hj66@hotmail.co.uk
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Beyond These Limits was a self-initiated project that 
took place towards the end of our second year in May 
2012. It primarily consisted of a two-week exhibition in 
an empty retail unit within Winchester’s shopping center. 
Through the range of exhibits and a program of events 
infiltrating the public sphere, we sought to challenge 
the various limits inherent in creative practice and 
public engagement by considering ourselves outside 
of the educational context. Running alongside the 
exhibition was a series of performances, discussions and 
workshops to expand upon the themes covered within 
the show. A year on, myself, Helen Northcott, Donna 
Vokes and Andy Reaney reflect on the experience.

LH: So it’s been a year, I guess it’s hard to reflect on 
something straight after, it’s always helpful to have a bit 
of time. How do we feel about it now?

HN: I think one of the best things about it was creating 
our own opportunity to do something outside of the 
art school and that’s really valuable now because it 
gives you more confidence looking forward. We’ve done 
something that wasn’t within the school and we’ve had 
a good run at that, I don’t know how successful we felt it 
was, but it’s like anything, if you do it once…

DV: I quite liked it because I felt like I wasn’t a student, 
I sort of stepped out of that and had a go at being an 
artist. That was quite nice to step out of the university 
feel and just be an artist, and that’s how I’m thinking 
about the degree show.

AR: It was a good dry run for the degree show in a way. 
I think incorporating the workshops was a good idea. It 
made me realise in my own work that I had this interest 
in workshops and it made me want to test it out in public 
rather than in the school.

LH: I didn’t manage to make it to any of your workshops 
but what was the response from the public?

AR: Whenever I’ve done anything like that I’m always 
really nervous about whether anyone will take part but 
it almost took on a life of its own after about an hour of 
people coming in and they didn’t need guidance they 
just got on with it. 

HN: That’s what’s really great about taking the art school 
out of the art school and into the community, and in the 
future that’s what I hope I’ll end up doing. Rather than 
contemporary art just being something that happens in 
the uni, for the graduates to actually bring it out. And the 
workshops did that, they got lots of people, kids right 
through to grown ups having a go.

LH: When I was first thinking about it I wasn’t necessarily 
thinking about it as a showcase as such, but that was 
what it became because of the amount of people that 
were exhibiting but I think that was really good because 
like you say it gave us the confidence to think about 
themselves in a more professional context and not just 
as a student.

DV: When you’re doing stuff in uni you know there’s 
always going to be people that will come and see it, 
we’re always taking part in other people’s events. 

LH: I think the whole public engagement thing was quite 
important, for me personally. I’d been making quite a lot 
of work which I wasn’t showing in uni, it existed outside 
but I’d never really engaged that much with the public 
even though it existed in public spaces so I thought it 
would be interesting to try and gear it towards the public 
more. Andy’s workshops were brilliant, but to completely 

remove it from most of the associations with the school, 
just to see how people would respond to it. I think it was 
important that it was within the shopping center, housed 
within that retail setting made it more interesting.

HN: For me it raised ideas of exhibiting in the space and 
not knowing what you’re going to put in the space until 
you’ve seen it and then you’re working with it. That’s 
encouraged me to be less concerned about everything 
being done in advance, I decided mine right at the last 
minute because I couldn’t do what I wanted to do, so 
I had to do something completely different. So for me 
that was a real breakthrough and probably what led me 
to change over to the sculpture area. To loosen up a bit 
about what I thought I should produce vs. what I would 
end up producing in a given space at a given time. 

AR: When you’ve got that restriction of only having a 
certain amount of time, because when you do have 
loads of time you can be crippled by indecision.

HN: That whole thing of it being in the Brookes and how 
it would be perceived because it’s in a shopping center 
brought up lots of issues for me, in Winchester because 
it’s very middle class. There’s a difference between 
showing in Southampton city center and Winchester in 
a shopping center. There were all those issues weren’t 
there about what we could and couldn’t show. 

LH: Yeah there were all those parameters to negotiate, and 
the whole thing of it being ‘Beyond These Limits’ we were 
thinking about ourselves outside of the institution and that 
we’d have all this freedom but then you come up against all 
these other restrictions like censorship and people being 
offended and having to cater to their priorities as a retail 
unit, so it throws up all these other things. 

LH: It’s made me more interested in curation. I like 
organising things so it’s spurred me on in that but I think 
I’d like to work more specifically with spaces rather than 
in a showcase sense. I think being ignorant of just how 
much work was going to be required to make it happen 
was a good thing, because if I’d of realized at the 
beginning then I probably wouldn’t have done it! 
AR: Despite there being so much work involved, when 
you have a group of people working on it, it becomes 
really enjoyable.

HN: The whole team thing was good. We had to find the 
bits that were our bits, our strengths. And there’s nothing 
like working on a team where you have people that are 
really keen and have their areas and you can pull it off 
together. It’s more satisfying working with others than 
doing it all yourself.

LH: It became what it was because of everybody being 
involved in it. We were talking about it the other day,  
the live printing that I completely forgot about but that 
was amazing. Do you remember we had the sentences 
that everybody did? We had the A3 floor plans, on the 
back everybody submitted a sentences about this idea 
of limitations and they were printed off jumbled up…  
That was such a great idea.

AR: That was because you asked me to do a catalogue 
and I hate the idea of basically having a catalogue with 
an image of everyone’s work and a piece of writing 
about them and their work, and we didn’t have the 
money to do it either.

AR: The idea of just getting a sentence about what limits 
mean and that it was left that most of them were really 
silly because I was hounding people for a sentence. And 
from that, the t-shirts.

HN: I got my t-shirt back but with someone else’s 
sentence on which I still wear and it reads: ‘embrace 
unconventional resourcefulness’ and I really like it, 
when I put it on it’s my day to embrace unconventional 
resourcefulness! I don’t know whose sentence it was but 
it’s like an exchange, and I’ve still got that. 

LH: Those little things are what was most interesting 
about it and would be the kind of things that I would 
want to develop and play with a little bit more. How was 
it for you Donna? Because you were in Australia whilst 
doing the blog, so that’s a completely different kind of 
limitation!

DV: I really wanted to get involved but I didn’t know how 
because I think it must of all come together when I was 
away on exchange. I only saw the end of it when I got 
back, I really wanted to be part of it but the blog was 
the only way that I could do that. I got all these emails 
saying, can you put this picture here and this text here 
etc. It was really challenging because I only had this 
basic blog template, which I had to work within and we 
could only communicate via email but it was brilliant 
though because I still felt very much part of it.

HN: It goes to show what you can do even with such 
a large distance, from Australia to here, because you 
were as involved if not more involved than quite a lot of 
people that took part. 

DV: Yeah even with my own work being exhibited, I had 
to post it over to my mum for her to assemble, to give 
to you and then for Chris to install it. And then when I 
was back for the last three days I did my performance 
but in the gallery space rather than the other space 
that got used for workshops. Originally I was going to 
do it live from Australia via Skype but because of the 
time differences and problems with the wifi it just wasn’t 
really feasible.

LH: It was amazing how many people came to the private 
view, I think it was over three hundred in the end; it was 
packed. 

HN: And unlike other private views it wasn’t just full 
of other artists. There were a lot of people that were 
nothing to do with it that turned up, loads of kids that 
came and ate all the cake! There were a lot of people 
that came in during the two weeks the show was on too. 
I chatted to a few people that were artists operating in 
Winchester and they were so pleased to see something 
like that happening in the city. Because if you’re just 
working in a studio on your own it’s lovely to see what 
other artists are up to. 

DV: It gave them a chance to see what the art school 
was up to because the art school doesn’t really mix 
that well with the public. We actually came out and 
got amongst the public and that was probably quite 
refreshing for them.

LH: I think part of it was spurred on by competitiveness 
and wanting to upstage the third years but that’s not 
necessarily a bad thing! We were like: ‘yeah you’ve got 
your degree show but look at what we can do!”

Lydia Heath, 2013

BEyond ThEsE liMiTs
lydia heath, graduating art student.

Matilda Skelton Mace: 
Untitled, Installation 
matilda@belikeotherpeople.co.uk, 
www.belikeotherpeople.co.uk

Lydia Heath:
Restructured State, 
Mixed Media/Installation
lydiaheath.lh@gmail.com

Matthew Kirby:
Sailing Leisure, 
Acrylic on Canvas, 
matthewkirby@gmail.com

Hongrui Liu:
Untitled, Mixed Media.
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“The relationship between what we see and what we know is 
never settled. Each evening we see the sun set. We know that the 
earth is turning away from it. yet the knowledge, the explanation, 
never quite fits the sight.” (John Berger)
The artist can only know the here and now. The artist tries to document, 
moment after moment, but as soon as the moment is gone the creation 
fails. An instant expression of experience is impossible. Like trying to  
keep water cupped in ones hands, the possibility of freezing this ‘now’,  
slips away. 

Looking further back, trying to recreate what can no longer be seen. 
Looking forward trying to imagine what could be.  

The artefact from the journey is presented to the world when it is decided 
it is done, where it is immediately engulfed by everything, consumed and 
assimilated. This throws the artist further forward, desperately trying to 
see beyond the now. Trying to piece these moments together to create 
an object or an idea, the result is a hybrid of moments. These hybrids 
are infertile, like a mule, and demonstrate power over the physical world. 
Sometimes a hybrid works and like the Chimera is greater than the sum 
of its parts. Coming out of this moment back to ‘reality’ the artist brings 
back everything possible, desperately trying to relay what can be pieced 
together. 

Art comes from past memories or staring blankly at the emptiness of the 
future. The artwork produced is but a memory of that moment of truth, 
where the artist came so close to reality. 

One of the main issues facing scientists today is this question of reality. 
Scientists inhabit the same space as the artist, at the forefront of society, 
pioneering ideas. The further we progress the more questions are raised. 
We have always looked for certainty, an answer; but really, the only answer 
is, uncertainty. The nature of reality hasn’t changed, though our perception 
of it has. Our beliefs, even when false have driven us forward, and truths 
are now near impossible to find. One day the idea of a truth may be 
condemned to myth and legend as the chimera and other beasts have.  
What use do we have for truths? We have come this far without knowing 
truth. The force of falsity is extreme. Belief in a flat earth led Christopher 
Columbus to discover America. 

Painting is one of the oldest, enduring lies. All painting is pretence; 
painted lines pretend to fit together to form a space, a figure.  
The experience of an image of an empty whiskey bottle is not the  
same experience as drinking the whiskey.

Our visual experience of reality is flawed, seeing only a narrow range  
of things, never encountering more than a fraction of existence,  
caught within a small bubble of complexity that is our everyday 
experience of reality. Painting mirrors these illusions and complexities  
of existence. 

Sigmar Polke’s work The three lies of painting exposes painting’s trickery. 
Painted images dress themselves up as printed images in the form of a 
tree and a mountain that appear as signifiers of truth, as if the images 
were taken from an Encyclopaedia. The painted hands, usually a sign of 
authorship, of personal touch are printed. To speak of lies where they 
are obvious becomes an act of truth. The lies of reality are much more 
difficult to expose, though they number far greater than three. What 
exactly is space and time? Where is the edge of existence? Which parts 
of our personal experience of reality are real? How can we ever have any 
certainty when answering these questions?

Painting has the same problems. Though we are far more aware of them. 
We know and accept that a painted figure is not a figure. It is an illusion, 
one that can only exist on the surface of a painting. We need to take this 
critical eye that deconstructs so easily the lies of paintings and apply it 
to all things. Paintings are obvious lies, which we can use to expose all 
the lies of the realities we have built up around us in order to try and find 
some truth in the reality we inhabit. Or perhaps, like the Chimera, truths 
are myths born in our imagination. 

rEaliTiEs rEFlEcTions
Mike Thebridge, graduating art student.

Melissa Williams:
Bitches Love Triangles,  
Paint on Tree Stump
www.melissariwilliams.tumblr.com 

Melody Grossman:
Untitled, Oil on canvas,  
melody@grossman.co.uk
www.melodygrossman.co.uk 

Mike Thebridge:
Realities Reflections, 
Painting.

Elise Darlow:
Untitled, Digital print, 
elisedarlow@gmail.com
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Finn Walsh:
Planet Named Desire, 
Mixed Media, Installation.

Judith Fitchett:
The Bedroom, Photograph, 
judith_fitchett@hotmail.co.uk

Hope Talbot: 
Print and sculpture, 
www.intheglow.org 
Hope@intheglow.org 
M. 07972870960

Laura Gray:
Untitled (partII), Video Still.

I have explored something deeply primal 
during my fine art BA. I have been excavating 
something ancient that still runs deep within 
the 21st century person. My tools have been 
the same as the earliest of image-makers and 
storytellers; the language of darkness & light, 
fire & water, under the earth & in the woods,  
oral storytelling, women, snakes and furs. 

In my final year at WSA I wanted to explore  
big subjects; to explore what it is to be human.  
For example, I was interested in the complex of 
awe and revulsion that snakes inspire in people. 

I also wanted to become a Divine Woman.

I decided to deify myself as a Creatrix, make 
my studio space a sanctuary and get others to 
play along, leave offerings, create daily rituals. 
I created The Box, a space that was used for 
many events. 

I found it difficult to be objective about using  
my own body in work, and selection choices 
were based on recovering a sense of self-
identity, rather than using the body as another 
texture/shape in an abstract image, or as a 
challenge to western cultural body issues. 

During the year I collaborated extensively 
with my python, Grandmother. Through this 
collaboration I realized that there is a paradox 
running through this year’s work; the desire to 
be on show, but also the wanting to hide away. 
This is universal to all people to varying degrees, 
but I felt this in extremes whilst struggling to 
recover who I am. 

I also came to realize that Grandmother was also 
a manifestation of how I see myself, and perhaps 
how others see me. As a snake, Grandmother 
can be assumed to be a strong creature that 
has presence and attracts attention, but actually 
she is sensitive and mostly just wants to hide 
away in a burrow. 

As a symbol of healing and regeneration, the 
snake evokes my desire to be whole and healed. 
Etymologically, the reference to her as a physical 
manifestation of part of me was made years 
ago with the selection of her name. Snakes also 
have associations with wisdom, and my work 
with her could equally represent this, especially 
as her name implies an aged, ancestral wisdom. 
Historically, the power of the snake image 
cannot be overstated. However this most 
ancient and richly symbolic image has now been 
reduced to a monster or Freudian cliché. 

My work with snakes was an attempt to reclaim 
the vital force of the snake that I believe our 
ancestors understood. I attempted to morph 
myself with a snake through prosthetics and 
Photoshop, but I found that I was reinforcing 
the snake as monster, and also the woman/
snake as monster. There was just too much 
western cultural imagery associating the snake 

or woman/animal with the idea of the monster, 
to fight against. 

I decided to get round this cultural baggage  
by working with real snakes in a live setting. 
I made a social art experience where people 
could meet a real snake, and see the animal – 
not the monster. This took place in The Box.  
It lasted 45min and was filmed continually from  
a fixed point. 

I believe Grandmother is capable of making 
a connection with people. But during the 
experience, the connection wasn’t happening. 
She was more interested in finding dark places 
to hide and the humans were more interested  
in engaging with me (talking about snakes), 
rather than any meeting of the minds between 
the two parties. However, once I became a 
bystander, rather than part of the encounter –  
in an improvised encounter later that day – 
more of a connection was made between 
Grandmother and the students/lecturers, but 
this event was not documented on camera  
(of course!). 

Stories have great power to transform and heal 
people. I have told stories to anyone who might 
listen, as much to heal myself, as to entertain or 
transform others.

My own story is a journey from debilitating 
mental health problems to recovering my sense 
of self, and with that, a freedom from those 
chains. It is deeply personal and because of 
that, paradoxically, it is also deeply universal.  
A universality that encompasses both time and 
space – the human condition is the same in the 
world over. And in 2013 AD, the human condition 
is no different from that of the human condition 
in 2013 BC. We are the same people as the first 
image-makers and spinners of tales.

i aM a priMal 
crEaTurE.
laura gray, graduating art student.
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Matthew Goodsmith:
Untitled (UP), 
Clear Packaging over Light Projector
www.matthewgoodsmith.tumblr.com

Zoe Hunt:
Sculpture.

Richard Choi: 
Painting.

Melaney Bent: 
Untitled, Wood, Resin and Acrylic 

http://melaneydasilva.wix.com/artist

Natalie Sparrow:
Ideas, Ink on Shrinking Plastic, 
www.dorisparrow.wix.com/art

Lucy Cass:
Continuation (Spiked), 
Sculpture, 
lucycass89@yahoo.co.uk

Nicole Green: 
Photo-Collage.

Shengxuan Sun Shengxuan Sun: 
Unitled Photograph.
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The Making History Project is an attempt by 
artists and archaeologists based within the 
University of Southampton to collaboratively 
develop innovative uses for 3D technologies. 
Techniques such as high resolution data capture 
and 3D printing represent a new era in digital 
imaging. As these technologies become 
increasingly affordable they are coming to  
play a more significant role in archaeological 
and artistic practice. 

The past decade has seen an exponential 
increase in 2D image transfer technology,  
from capture apparatus to compression codecs.  
New languages have opened up through the 
accessible transmission, manipulation and 
mediation of images, the boundaries of art 
practice have fallen.

Technologies of reproduction produce societal 
change. They have affect. 3D technologies  
open up new ways again for us to think about 
fabrication, seriality, dissemination and multiples 
in art practice. There is an inherent shift from 
conventional structures of disciplinarity within an 
art school even in naming a ‘3D print’.  
The shift from discipline to digital infrastructure 
opens up the possibility of some inventive 
configurations, building unforeseen conjunctions 
and new spaces. 

As artists it is novel to think that in observing, 
drawing or modelling we might be capturing, 
analysing and processing data. We are familiar 
with copies, traces, imprints, indexes. We know 
about practices of auto-composition that have  
a random or machinic element. Our work has  
been infected by the spaces of computer 
games. Military technologies have changed the 
configuration of spatial & pictorial practices, 
re-imagining the thresholds of ‘virtual’ and ‘real’. 
Complex, contradictory and fractured positions 
are generated, focusing viewer and author into 
the same space. 

A 3D printer can realize impossible objects, 
those which cannot be cast otherwise; it can 
also make available replica objects to hold. 
Combined with traditional processes, it means 
that a fragile object can be 3D scanned,  
printed and then cast conventionally in the 
foundry to produce a material facsimile without 
damage or loss. It also allows objects produced 
by software to be transmitted and materialized. 

For both artists and archaeologists alike, our 
image world is constructed by film industry CGI, 
advertising manipulations, social networking 
data bodies, spectacular projection mapping. 
We see an increasing use of consumer software 
to model spaces and objects, producing multiple 
camera positions, complex remixed spaces, 
armatures constructed as frameworks and skins. 
3D scanning as a drawing tool allows us to insert 
complex representations into these geometric/ 
axonometric worlds, and vice versa. 
Understanding the technology that produces 

such strong and enchanted worlds, making it 
available, hackable, demystified seems vital 
currently.

The Making History Project is primarily event-
based. A series of major events have been 
carried out since April 2012, and are outlined 
below. With each event the collaboration 
develops further and additional ideas are 
explored and new pathway possibilities drafted.

ACRG Lab Workshop:  
3D Technologies for Artists
A workshop organised by project members  
from the archaeological computing research 
group with attendees from WSA and the ACRG. 
The workshop was designed to encourage  
inter-disciplinary thinking on the potential  
uses of 3D technology for exhibition design  
for art and cultural heritage. Attendees formed 
groups and designed a hypothetical exhibition 
featuring 3D technologies such as 3D printing, 
projection mapping and computer graphics.  
The event drew upon the skills of attendees 
which included; exhibition design, sculpture,  
art history, printing, 3D graphic design,  
web design and theoretical approaches to  
Art and Archaeology.

WSA Workshop: Printing for Archaeologists                                  
Archaeology staff and PhD students spent a  
day in the Printmaking Workshop at WSA as part 
of our interdisciplinary exchange. The group 
brought images from their research including 
some from Basing House where our joint project 
will be conducted over the coming year.  
These images were layered up in screen-print  
to reinterpret the data files and offer new 
possibilities for composition and meaning. 
Copper plate etchings were made with the tools 
and objects that the archaeologists use in the 
field, leaving traces of trowels, measuring tools, 
underwater markers. The fingerprint and 
footprint appear regularly as traces in the 
sensitive surface of the soft ground, alongside 
contours from maps, details of diagrams and 
archaeological illustration.

As a counterpoint WSA staff and students made 
a study visit to the Victoria and Albert Museum 
in London. Students were asked to locate, 
observe and describe historic artefacts in the 
museum display cases. The same objects were 
then reinterpreted by another member of the 
group, producing different takes on the same 
material and making visible different aspects in 
which an object might be viewed.

Work from both events was exhibited at the Vice 
Chancellor’s house, the University of 
Southampton.

Portus Head: Art and Archaeology
The Portus head is a carved marble head, 
excavated in 2012 by the University of 
Southampton team working at Portus, the 
ancient port of Rome. It is an iconic object,  

and has become the symbolic representation  
of the University’s involvement in the project. 
Scanned and data captured by the ACRG and 
3D printed by WSA it is the first collaborative 
project between the two departments. Multiple 
copies were printed in various scales and were 
handled, discussed and disseminated throughout 
the university and externally. A print of the head 
was reformed as part of an artistic practice and 
a film of the 3D print process; the layering of the 
resin powder within the print bed and then the 
excavation of the 3D print became poetic 
counterpoints to the original excavation of the 
Portus head. 

Photosculpture Reconstruction.
Our first semester this year was spent 
reconstructing a 19th Century, 3D prototyping 
apparatus. Reconstruction is more familiar as a 
speculative practice in archaeology, but has 
proved a valuable pedagogical tool in art school. 
Students worked collaboratively to investigate 
and construct an ambitious, functioning 
apparatus, deducing its operation from 
photographs and period descriptions. In the 
process they learned construction techniques, 
documentation skills and research methodologies. 
In April we took the apparatus up to London as 
part of a symposium at Central Saint Martins 
School of Art.

Stored Collections Visit
WSA students and staff visited the stored 
collections of the Hampshire County Council 
Museums Service. Students were introduced to 
the stores, their taxonomy and structure as well 
as questions of collecting, archiving and 
accessioning artefacts. The day was framed 
around ways of looking at objects, collecting 
information, technical mediations. Groups 
rotated through RTI, 3D laser scanning and 
making drawings of objects from the Basing 
House site.

Basing House Excavation
One major event planned as part of the Making 
History Project is a collaboration between Art 
and Archaeology students scheduled to take 
place in July to August 2013. During an 
undergraduate Archaeology student training 
excavation at Basing House in Hampshire,  
art students and staff will work with archaeology 
students and staff to produce creative 
interpretations of many of the artefacts and 
features at the site, including decorative 
stonework, corbels, standing building remains, 
earthworks, and the excavations themselves. 
There will also be an Artist in Residence scheme 
over the duration of the excavation, giving art 
students an opportunity to work closely with 
archaeologists to make alternative recordings  
of the excavations. 

ThE Making hisTory 
proJEcT.
louisa Minkin, artist and Fine art staff member.

Sam Rains:
Point Cube, Software Programming Still, 
samrains@hotmail.co.uk,
https://vimeo.com/samrains

Gena Johns:
Past Memories, Photography 
Collage (Or Mixed Media)
genajohns91@gmail.com
http://genamary.tumblr.com
http://genajohns.daportfolio.com

Letitia Northcott:
Untitled, sculpture, 

letitiarosenorthcott@hotmail.com

Nordiyana Binte Omar:
Untitled, Video installation.
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What’s in a name?
That which we call a human being, by any other, 
would he grow to be the same?

In the UK, parents / guardians of a new born 
baby are legally required to name their child 
within 42 days of birth. A new life is titled 
through a given first / forename, followed by an 
inherited family / surname and registered as a 
matter of public record.

Often the name will be unique within his 
immediate family but common within his born-
into culture / society. The given name will be  
the word-title with which the child grows to 
know himself. If a boy, it will be called to gain his 
attention, it will be an introduction and perhaps  
a first impression of himself given to others.  
It is the word that lawfully represents him.

Often drawn from family or cultural traditions  
a name can possess a history of its own.  
It can possess a personality or carry a stigma.  
A guardian will usually choose the name to be  
in-line with, and suitable for, future aspirations. 
Can a name affect or influence a child’s 
growth and sense of self? Do other people’s 
experiences with those who are same-named 
affect their judgment of another? Can a name 
create or restrict confidence or individuality ?

During the early years of the internet many 
bloggers and chat room users were advised 
during sign-up to choose a ‘screen-name’  
and for the first time in their life many people  
moved into a free expressive realm of anonymity.  

But in some cases the mask of a ‘fake-name’, 
and the position of being unseen, enabled  
abuse to occur.

Future social media platform creators,  
such as Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, 
considered anonymity too dangerous and 
made it a requirement to use only a real-name 
when joining. Facebook is just one method of 
social networking, interaction and promotion 
of self which has seeped into normality and 
locked people into keeping online life-records 
searchable by others via the tool that is your 
name.

Many people share their most intimate 
experiences on-line now. The computer 
revolution has happened. For the next  
generation it is normal behaviour to present 
oneself and interact with peers on-line,  
at all times. Young people are growing  
and developing themselves on screen,  
their private lives are being constantly 
documented.However, today’s youth are,  
in effect, guinea pigs in a life-long test.

naME is ThE FraME oF 
ThE gaME.
Zelyt serutuf, graduating art student.

“The young will have to change their names to escape their ‘cyber past’ ... and should be entitled to change 

their identity to escape their misspent youth, which is now recorded in excruciating detail on social 

networking sites such as Facebook. i don’t believe society understands what happens when everything is 

available, knowable and recorded by everyone all the time.”
google’s cEo Eric schmidt. The Telegraph. 18 aug 2010

“in the past few years, the uk deed poll service has welcomed 15 new Wayne rooneys into the world, five 

amy Winehouses and 30 Michael Jacksons…and nearly 200 people can now say that “danger” is officially 

their middle name… however, 300 people opted for the solid but less glamorous John smith, which 

indicates that people change their names for reasons other than just fun.”

BBc news. caroline Mcclatchey. 18 october 2011

Name changing has indeed seen a huge 
increase and it seems there are two main 
reasons.

- For fun or to make a creative statement, gain 
more attention, stand out in the growing global 
crowd.
- To escape name-stigma, to disguise, mask, 
hide or blend-in.

Artists have a long history of inventing their 
own name. Pseudonyms can be traced back 
as far as art itself. A self-created name can 
provide poetry, enhance individualism, highlight 
existence, more effectively and can sometimes 
be adopted just to simplify or avoid judgment.

Ultimately an artist’s name becomes a title 
for their whole body of work and delineates 
the history under which the work is judged 
regarding. A signature often signifies 
authenticity and is sometimes inscribed into  
a place of significance within a work.
Historically literary writers frequently used 
pseudonyms, however there was usually a lesser 
cry for attention and more a want for anonymity 
for varying reasons including preservation 
of social boundaries, especially for women. 
Renaissance writers generally published 
anonymously.

There is a genre of artists who, since the 1970‘s, 
have mastered the art of using their name for 
empowerment, to stand-out and gain attention 
whilst also maintaining anonymity. They were 
protecting their real identity in a battle against 
the oppression of class, lack of opportunity 
and societies constraining protocols. It is a 
movement which has been named, conveniently 
categorised and generally misunderstood by the 
media / government. The genre is – Graffiti.

The dictionary definition seems to make sense, 
but it only scratches the surface in terms of 
practice and explains nothing regarding the 
motivation and mentality of the artist, who, 
within the genre is a ‘writer’, one who has a 
pseudonym and sometimes further, an alter-
ego. Parallel to a given, accepted and socially 
recognised existence, the writer has creatively 
re-invented his or herself, taken ultimate 
ownership of their identity and perhaps even 
enabled a more positive functioning within 
society. 

Predominantly a working-class genre grown 
through a youth culture trapped within its class 
position, often a part of a life holding little 
hope of achieving dreams, writers gave birth 
to a second self in a fight to maintain a level of 
control over their futures.

all across the city youths were customising their names or giving themselves new ones and scrawling 

them across the naked city surfaces. The young graffiti writers were the advance guard of a new culture; 

they literally blazed trails out of the gang generation. crossing demarcated turfs to leave their aliases in 

marker and spray paint, they said ‘i’m here’

can’t stop Won’t stop. Jeff chang re: 1970’s new york and the birth of graffiti Writing. 2005
Zelyt Serutuf (Tanya Judd): 
iiiiii, Animation Still, 
studioinfotex@gmail.com

Natalie Carr:
Surface Tension, 
Mixed Media, 
nataliecarrfineart@gmail.com

Katie Statham: 
Sculptural Interventions. 

Rebekka Turner: 
Untitled Photograph, 
www.snaggletoothlion.tumblr.com, 
www.rebekkaturner.artweb.com  
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Things won’t keep you warm at night.

Comfort of objects – there is a power in them 
to comfort us when the person we love is not 
around, or is not able to give us comfort. Power 
in their comfort – especially handmade and old 
items.

It is good to find comfort in objects.
Objects which are charged with the power of 
comfort.

I do not believe in the power of the comfort an 
object can bring, until they become charged in 
times of need/distress. Then I cling to them and 
feel ashamed.

Objects having power over us to comfort/protect 
us seems like a bad thing – it should come from 
within – but what if you can make your own 
comfort in an object, hand-made by yourself?
Reclaiming power over how objects make you 
feel, you create your own object, only for you, 
made for you, by you – giving yourself the power 
to help and comfort yourself. 

How can an object made by you, comfort you?
You are the creator. You have the strength of 
mind, determination and patience.

Things that comfort usually – routines (rituals), 
toys/things that are housed in your bed (the 
mimicking of physical contact), sources of 
warmth (blankets, hot water bottles) – so this 
object you make has to be tactile and be close 
to you, be held by you or hold you.

I have never wanted to be attached to objects – 
to rely on them for comfort - but if I can create 
my own comfort through them, then I embrace 
them and need them.

Techniques with a history of comfort instilled in 
them, repetitive meditative acts of construction, 
stitch linking into stitch, or one long piece 
manipulated into a strong whole – a potent 
symbol - turning something delicate into 
something strong and formed.

Things for domestic environments or to take out 
into the world: portable comfort.

When you cannot be comforted by others, it’s 
important to be able to make your own comfort.
I don’t know what really is the ultimate comfort 
object you could create. But every time I make 
something for myself, the achievement is such 
that it isn’t ephemeral, on completion, but long-
lasting..

An object not for decoration or with a day-to-
day function, but solely for the act of comforting 
you. It has its own very separate purpose, and in 
that respect it is an object imbued with magic. 
Repetitive acts of hand-worked production with 
the purpose in mind to create a comforter  
= magic work. 

Reassurance, relaxant. Concerned with touch.
The comfort object is always handmade. A 
(shrunken) substitute body for the one who 
cannot comfort you.

This returns power to you – not relying on others 
or objects which haven’t come from you,  
but relying on yourself fully, even though you 
need to embody comfort in a physical object  
– you are only strengthened, never weakened.

Comfort coping. Made by someone else, don’t 
know what went into it – time.

As a child, lambskin most comfort when sleeping 
– over time repeated closeness with an object, 
something as simple as a square of fabric. 

Comfort as an adult. Objects play a role in 
comfort, but a person can always give you more.
The action of comfort. Take control of your own 
comfort.

Questioning whether you can really make your 
own comfort.

Maybe it’s a female thing?

Keeping the product of your time spent creating, 
not making something for someone else as a 
present etc. reclaims the action. 

hoW To MakE your 
oWn coMForT: 
(adulTs only).
sarah potts, graduating art student.

That’s difficult because I have a strong irrational 
fear of getting a horrible illness – which is 
overarching (like of course it’s going to happen, 
but when?). But really I mostly fear things 
happening to other people. I think lots of things 
will be difficult (getting a job, home etc.) – but I 
have hope for them – other things I can’t control 
and they are what I fear.

When you feel like this is it is so apparent in your 
eyes. I remember telling you about an ailment, 
and watching your forehead furrow,  
and you looked at me as if it was the last time 
you ever would before I was on my deathbed. 
Maybe this fear is one that helps you create 
with a real sensitivity, and makes you desire this 
comfort that you might be pushing away with 
paranoia… the cat-and-mouse chase you play 
seems to give you this thoughtful outlook and 
creates this constant conflict of pessimism vs. 
optimism that surfaces so abruptly.

I don’t think I was so acutely aware of my 
tendencies to pessimism till you told me about it! 
There’s something about someone all of a sudden 
saying they feel unwell that worries me deeply –  
a combination of previous experience and media 
manipulation I’m sure. I’ve had this very vivid 
mental image quite a few times where I feel like 
when someone says that, I can see some strange 
decline mapped out for them. I think I’ve been told 
about too many signs to look out for –  
so even the smallest thing can be a warning.  
I definitely do think to myself at least once a day 
that I’m going to die and this spurs me forward 
with a lot of things – especially making.

Do you think that the things you make are purely 
to help you understand why you feel this way 
about death and this feeling of the inconsolable, 
or are you trying to communicate something 
that you are unable to do so in say, words?  
I know that I use making as a type of therapy and 
I try to express emotion and hidden thoughts in 
an abstract way that would otherwise eat me up. 
I have found that sometimes the consequence of 
this is that I convince myself that I have tackled a 
problem I have carried with me… almost to the 
point that I think that I have made it up. I’m not 
sure if this is closure, or if I’m kidding myself.

I think I feel similarly – I am consciously thinking 
of the complete connectedness of everything 
(this is overwhelming) – but in my work, especially 
the drawing, I give myself a freedom to just work 
with the colours and medium I’m using, and 
these things I’m thinking of or dealing with come 
out more fluidly. I understand coming to a point 
where what I’ve been thinking seems to have 
disappeared – but is this letting it go or it being 
pushed somewhere else? I don’t know.

What is your greatest source of comfort? Is it a 
thing, thought, person, smell etc…

The mole on my mother’s neck ...

I remember when my parents went out when 
I was very young. I waited in the hallway to 
smell mum’s perfume as it lingered while they 
escaped. That was a comfort that came from 
loss. I kept that with me. 

My mum used to wear strong Chanel perfume 
when I was a child. I remember particularly the 
smell of it when we went to church and I’d sit on 
her lap and fall asleep. First I’d play with a gold-
coloured enamelled bracelet she’d bought from 
Past Times – snapping it shut on my skin and 
sometimes on hers I think. Everyone wore white 
and black. Long black skirts with white blouses  
for the women, and black suits with white shirts 
for the men. It was particularly sombre and 
formal. ‘Brother’ and ‘sister’ is how everyone 
addressed each other and it seemed like part of 
their names.

The image of you as a baby, cradled in your 
mother’s arms fondling a piece of jewellery 
moves me in such a way I can’t explain. I don’t 
know why it gave me this sinking feeling when it 
seems like it should be a comforting memory... 
it feels laced with something less sweet? I feel 
as if I am you as a child and I don’t understand 
this feeling that I’m experiencing; my heart is 
racing and I am unsettled but I have everything 
here that I need and I know I am safe. I want to 
bury my head in the scent and to only smell  
that familiarity again. This is where comfort lies.  
Why is it always from somewhere dark or 
sublime? I remember being comforted – more 
than I remember the purest, most wonderful 
things.

Yes, the memory isn’t exactly about comfort. 
Although the memory of being close to my mum 
is nice, it is laced with discomfort. Maybe the 
overly strong perfume, the action of snapping the 
bracelet loud and harsh. And everything going 
on around this intimate scene is alien and full of 
a strange religious formality...it’s so particular. 
But even from just this one specific memory I can 
understand how I’ve been made up.

It’s as if your whole existence has been 
simmered down into this one instance. I like the 
idea of this small notion seeming to define you 
and your practice. I feel as though this is the 
only extract from your life I need to understand. 
This concentrated segment of a whole, which 
speaks volumes. Everything that you hold with 
you now, everything that I have seen in your 
working is tied together with one memory that is 
reincarnated with each comforter you fabricate.

lET’s TEll sEcrETs
sarah potts and rosie Thomas, 
graduating art students.
What do you most fear at this given time in your life?
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Philippa Wall: 
Thread, 
Documentation of film Installation 
www.philippawall.com

Jane Scott-Malden:
Untitled, Photographic print.

Ampuan Babba,
Ampuan Siti Ramlah

Horse Flower, Digital Print.

James McAvoy
Unitled 6

Ariana Khamaneh Maragheh:
Video Still from, Painting;  
An Ongoing Encounter, 
ariana1_kh@hotmail.co.uk

Chunyu Wang:
Untitled, photograph, 
Body-painting.

Polly Hay: 
Untitled, Modrock and Collage.

Denitsa Slavova:
Untitled, Photograph, 
deya_slavova@yahoo.com

Sophie Cottrell: 
Shaggy Supreme, 
cotchcottrell@hotmail.com
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Publication Art Direction – Nick Hill & Nick Stewart

Staff and students are grateful to Winchester School of Art for continuing 
to support students beyond the bounds of their degree course, through 
their funding of the Bargehouse exhibition on London’s South Bank.

An extra big thanks to the students who answered the call and selflessly 
devoted many hours to the organisation of both the Winchester School of 
Art Degree Show and SQUIEZE at the Bargehouse in London, July 4 – 7.

Staff and students are particularly grateful to Professor Bashir Makhoul, 
Rector of Winchester Campus and Head of School, Winchester School of 
Art, for continuing to support students beyond the bounds of their degree 
course through the funding of this year’s graduate students at the 
Bargehouse exhibition on London’s South Bank in July.

nick sTEWarT, prograMME lEadEr, FinE arT, 2012-2013.


